Boys' C team loes first two games on the road
Written by Holyoke Enterprise

Playing two games on the road its opening week of the season, Holyoke boys’ basketball C
team lost to Wray on Tuesday, Dec. 2 and Brush Thursday, Dec. 4. It was a tough first week for
the young team, who scored only 23 points each game while Wray earned 54 and Brush 47.
Holyoke 23, Wray 54
Wray pulled ahead quickly Tuesday night, as Holyoke remained scoreless in the first quarter.
By the end of the first half, the score was greatly tipped in Wray’s favor, with the scoreboard
reading 6-32.
HHS redeemed themselves a little in the fourth, adding 13 points, but Wray still easily won by
31.
Hitting the most baskets for Holyoke in Wray was Alex Quintana with six points. Following
him was Tiago Cavalcanti with four, Jeremy Loutensock three and Chris Bieber, Shaun Beck,
Brent Vasa, Brandon Oosthuysen and Sheng Xuezhi all contributed two.
Scoring By Quarters
Holyoke 0 6 4 13 --23
Wray 14 18 11 11 --54
Holyoke 23, Brush 47
The C team fared little better when they traveled to Brush Thursday night. While scores were
slightly closer, Brush still had a 24-point lead at the end of the game.
It was during the second quarter that HHS really faltered. Behind by only five at that point,
Brush pushed forward to make the halftime score 6-19. The Dragons continued to be outscored
in the second half, leading to a 23-47 total at the end of the game.
Sheng and Cavalcanti led the team in Brush with six points each. Others scoring for Holyoke
included Quintana with four points, Austin Killin three, and Bieber and Oosthuysen with two
each.
Scoring By Quarters
Holyoke 3 3 10 7 --23
Brush 8 11 18 10 --47
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